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LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CONGREGATION
5065 Sherbrooke Street,
Lachine, QC. H8T 1H9
514 - 637- 6974

JULY-AUGUST 2019

SUMMER BBQs
We have three B. B. Q.s lined up for the summer. As usual, we ask that you bring something
to eat for yourself and something to share. It is also a good idea to bring your own chair. The
hosts provide tea/coffee, cutlery and plates. Let’s all have a good time together this summer.
We begin at 5:30 pm. Call or e-mail your host/hostess if you wish to attend.
Saturday July 13th – at Kathy and Gabor Matyas’ home: 450-458-5045 –
428 Brookside Avenue, Hudson, Qc. J0P 1H0 – matyas@videotron.ca
Saturday July 27th – at Susan Czarnocki’s house: 514-773-1117 –
30, 52nd Avenue, Lachine, QC. H8T 2W9 – susan.czarnocki@mcgill.ca
Saturday August 24th – at Nathalie Hainaut’s House: 514-433-8577 –
2130 Thorncliffe, St-Lazare, QC. J7T 2G9 –nathaliehainaut@hotmail.com
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PEG WOOLEY
Catherine Forbes says: Peg. My friend. My confidante. After learning from her family who spoke
at her funeral, I understood better the root of her stoicism and just how well it served her. Peg, with
her no-nonsense approach, helped get me through some of the worst times I've experienced as an
adult. Being on the LUUC Board with her for two years, I discovered that she was also one of the
most progressive people I'd ever encountered -- and at her age! A true inspiration. I miss her
terribly and will love her always.
Sari Kelen says: I remember Peg for her kindness and for her sense of fairness. I am impressed
by her passion for our church and her careful overseeing of the R.E. classes for the children and
the youth. She must have been so very proud of her grand-daughters' work with the children and
youth who continued to build on what she began so many years ago.
Dori Abbott says: Peg had the gift to make you feel at ease. In our house she connected
beautifully with three generations. She liked to discuss, laugh, have fun and was always ready to
help out.
Kathy Matyas says: Peg was very active and curious. Age did not hold her back. She was very
empathetic. I just found out that her family started Beaconsfield Heights pool where Gabor and I
and the girls spent many happy afternoons.
Gabor Matyas says: Peg was a beautiful person. I always had great rapport with her. She was
smart, empathetic, refined, and active in many different areas. She had many friends and
interests, but her most important priority was her wonderful family. I will miss Peg very much.
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Karine Deschamps says: Peg is one of the reasons why I joined LUUC. When I was worried that
I was joining a Christian religion, she assured me most of the members were spiritual atheists that
also had trouble with some of the religious language that we use in UU. She seemed like a peer to
me, which is something unique for a 39 year-old to say about a 90-something year old. A critical
thinker with a lot of knowledge and heart, she exemplified everything good about humanity. She
also liked my singing and was very encouraging of my participation at LUUC., so that won me over
even more. Thanks Peg.
Sheila Laursen says: Peg Wooley had a profound and lasting impact on all of us in our small UU
congregation over the years, and we will miss her deeply. While Peg took on many roles and
tasks over the years, her skills and dedication for our LUUC children and youth are what stand out
in my mind. Peg was both a visionary and a practical teacher, and thanks to her leadership, even
our youngest children learned about Unitarian Universalist values and principles, to then become
Chalice Lighters, and take an integral role in our Sunday services.
Thanks to Peg, our small congregation benefitted from the caring and competent leadership of
Caitlin and Erin Berry, two of her grand-daughters, who each “took on” the coordination of our
children’s Spiritual Exploration program, while studying and living with Peg here in Montreal. They
encouraged and supported LUUC youth to explore their sense of wonder, of justice and their own
faith, to feel a part of a caring community, and to develop leadership and many other skills in this
safe place. What an inspiring model and precious legacy Peg leaves for us to continue!
Christopher Thomson says: I experienced the sharp end of Peg's opinions when I saw, in the
monthly Newsletter some time ago, her open letter addressed to me personally, criticizing a Board
decision for which I was the spokesperson. What remains with me is the sense that Peg was able
to express wholeheartedly her point of view without it affecting her good relations with her fellows.
For Lakeshore, her legacy is enormous but I feel the loss now that she is gone.
John Foulds says: Peg was a very dedicated member of LUUC for many, many years. She
participated in various aspects of congregational life from the RE program, serving as part time
Church secretary, working on acquisition and welcoming of new members as well as serving on
the Executive Committee. Along the way she spent much time helping organize the many social
events which enriched community life. I was saddened to hear of her passing. She will be greatly
missed.
Paul Sullivan says: My best memories of Peg Wooley will be the long conversations we had in
the church office in Beaconsfield. Often, we would discuss church politics, the future of our
congregation, a little gossip about the shananigans going on amongst our beloved members, and
most of all Peg's laughter, and not taking ourselves too seriously.
~ ed
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OUR GRADUATES
Many of our youth group are graduating this summer - and we have some justifiably proud parents
who have nurtured them throughout their school/CEGEP years.

Talia is graduating from Sainte-Anne College in Lachine with an overall
average of 90% across the board. Her family is very proud of her, in and out
of school. In the fall, Talia will attend John Abbott College in the Science
program.
Well done and good luck, Talia.

Olivia graduated from Westwood High School in Hudson and will be
attending the nursing program at John Abbott College. An honour roll
student throughout high school, Olivia felt honoured to be the recipient of
The Student Life: Duty and Leadership Award and the YMCA Volunteering
Award at her convocation.
Our best wishes for your success go with you, Olivia!
.

Bella graduated from the North-South International Relations Program at
Dawson College and has been accepted at McGill University, where she will
be completing her Psychology major with a minor in International
Development. With this background, she plans to work in the humanitarian
aid field.
All good wishes to you, Bella!

Ariel completed her CEGEP education at Vanier this spring, receiving an
Honours DEC in the Social Science’s Law and Society program. Ariel has
been accepted into McGill University’s Bachelor of Arts program, where she
plans to major in psychology and minor in Criminal Psychology and
Sociology.
An ambitious agenda to be sure! Good luck, Ariel!
~ ed
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We have a bonanza of birthdays during the summer –members and good friends alike, whom we
wish an especially happy day on their birthday.

JULY

AUGUST

3 – Adam Frost
5 – Karli Warren
12 - John Schmidt
13 – Huntly McNiven
19 – Monique Riedel

6 - Maud Bonnier
7 – Alba Santos-Deschamps
11- John Foulds
19 - Susan Czarnocki
21 – Gabor Matyas
23 – Margot Barclay
25 – Heather Falconer
27 – Susan Hawker

******
THE MUTUAL AID FUND
It is not well known that our congregation has a small fund whose purpose is to provide emergency
money to any member in need. At the moment the fund contains $3,400.
Here is what Heather Falconer wrote about it in her 2003 book Marching to the Beat of a Different
Drummer.
“William Bindman, president from 1962 to 1964, started the Mutual Aid Fund with a donation of
$500 and named it Mutual Aid Fund in memory of his father, Carl Bindman. It exists quietly in the
background but is always ready to be activated. Its purpose is to provide emergency money to
any member in need. The money is lent on an interest-free basis. Over the years several people
have been assisted with this fund, and several others have donated gifts of money to boost the
fund’s treasury.
“The administration of the fund has always been very confidential, so few notes regarding its
historical use exist. In all the years of the fund’s existence, only one person has not honoured the
commitment to repay.”
~ Gabor Matyas
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CARING
Dori Abbott will be the person in charge of CARING for the months of July and August.
reach her at 514-630-4264 or dorijabbott@gmail.com

You can

I am so in awe of the children and youth at LUUC who put on one of the most interesting,
thoughtful and enjoyable Sunday Services of the year - with all of us happily participating. When
we arrived in the hall on Sunday - there were so many chairs arranged all around the room, that I
thought – well that’s optimistic! But, much to my surprise and delight, every single chair was filled
– I think the whole congregation and their relations turned up for the service, including the Wooley
family.
Ariel Amstutz: On May 25th, Ariel performed in a Harry Potter themed concert with the orchestra
OVNI and the St. Lawrence Choir. Throughout the rehearsals, Ariel was identified as one of the
three finalists to potentially receive one of the two vocal solos. During the sound check on the day
of the concert, Ariel was awarded both solos. She was a nervous wreck! She knew there were
over 1,300 tickets sold for the show and had never sung before such a large audience. Ariel
performed beautifully despite the pressure, and her Mum, Dad and sister Brianne couldn’t be more
proud of her accomplishment. Well done Ariel – LUUC is proud of you too!

A big thank you to José van Amerongen for arranging the flowers
each week. These little touches make a huge difference to the
appearance of the building every Sunday. We are very appreciative of
your many colourful arrangements José.
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FINDING PRIVATE BAKER
A grainy black and white WW2 newsreel film that lasted only a second, depicts a fleeting act of
comradeship shared by two Canadian soldiers just moments before they stormed Juno Beach on
D-Day, June 6th, 1944. One young soldier looks back for a second while the soldier behind him
pats him reassuringly on the shoulder. It is an imagine played over many times, especially on the
anniversary of D-Day. But who was that young soldier whose face was in profile? The Royal
Canadian Mint determined to find out and put the image on their new silver dollar coin
commemorating the 75th anniversary of D-Day.

There were not many clues – and 14,000 Canadians landed on that beach 75 years ago. “He
had to survive 70 years, he had to survive the war and he had to have had a family,” said
Marc Milner, a military historian. Their best clue: the footage was from the North Shore
Regiment from New Brunswick: Milner showed the soldier’s image to a surviving veteran
from the regiment, who recalled a young private named Baker.
They went through the lists of the regiment at the time and lists of the company and found
out that there was one Pte. Baker who had a serial number that started with an F. The letter
F in the serial number meant he was likely from Nova Scotia rather than New Brunswick.
Eventually, the historians found an obituary for a Pte. George Baker from Liverpool, N.S.,
who had survived the war but died in 2003 at age 80. The obituary also noted that Baker had
a daughter. The pure silver dollar coin sells for $59.95.
Editor’s note: As a small child, I remember D-Day vividly. The sky was thick with planes
and gliders lumbering and droning overhead – row after neat and narrow row of disciplined
aircraft, as far as the eye could see - filling the whole sky, in an apparently endless river of
activity. We were used to low-flying aircraft, but these seemed almost within reach – and all
morning long the uproar continued.
~ ed
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THE ULTIMATE SUMMER BUCKET LIST
Years ago, when I organized summer ‘to do’ lists for my children – it consisted of such activities as
running through the sprinklers, opening a lemonade stand, catching fireflies and sleepovers – but
that was then and this is now.
This summer the Knitting Ladies decided to organize a bucket list of summer outings. And what is
in our bucket of surprises you may ask? There are local museums to visit – Eco and Aero; birds
who would like to see us at the Nichoir; plays to enjoy at the Hudson Theatre; boat rides from Ste.
Anne’s; the Macdonell House awaits us just across the border in Pointe Fortune; a visit to the
Quebec Family History Society at the Simon Fraser House in Ste. Anne’s coupled with a picnic by
the locks, etc. etc. etc. All are welcome to participate.
We had our first outing on June 19th to the Rose-Lanoi Tea Room in old Pointe Claire. Eleven of
us arrived dressed in our Sunday Best – holding up the traffic in the village, as we alighted from
our cars – and then we chatted and giggled our way through pots of delicious tea and plates of
dainties. We were happy that Christine Wooley was able to join us - a good start to the summer
season.
~ed
.
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LUUC’S AGM
Later that evening several of us attended the AGM. All went smoothly: reports were read, the
Treasurer presented the budget, the Secretary took copious notes, the President informed us at
length that the Nazi’s not only sent Jews to the gas chambers, but Poles as well.
Meanwhile, Sari Kelen and Jose van Amerongen slaved away in the kitchen producing a
strawberry shortcake refreshment. It was absolutely delicious - with the strawberries and cream
piled high. Many thanks to both of you. And Margaret Godbeer spent the whole evening trying to
fix our chronically ill computer. Such dedication Margaret – I hope you won!
Christopher pronounced it an excellent AGM – and so it was.

- ed

PLASTICS
Following the plastic crisis in the world – Prime Minister Trudeau has announced an initiative to
ban single-use plastics in Canada by 2021 at the earliest. The items to be banned have not yet
been confirmed but could include bags, straws, cutlery, cotton swabs, drink stirrers, plates,
balloon sticks, fast-food containers and cups made of expanded polystyrene, which is similar to
white Styrofoam. Talking of straws – the Dollar Stores now sell stainless steel straws – in a
package of two with cleaning brush included.
- ed

TWO SERVICE AUCTION PARTIES
YOU PAY THE CHURCH AND BRING JUST YOURSELF
20 July 2019 (or 21 depending on the weather) Summer Poolside Party by Tim Byrnes and
Gaetane Parent. Enjoy an idyllic time of swimming and chatting by pool on a summer Saturday or
Sunday evening, with an outdoor BBQ meal for 10 people in our backyard. Three places
remaining. Fixed price: $35 per person
17 August 2019 noon onward: BBQ on a summer day offered by Gary & Ofie Spiller. Be part

of a group of eight Lakeshorers enjoying a BBQ meal on Saturday August 17 at the
Spiller home. One place remaining. Fixed price: $20
If interested contact our Treasurer, Christopher Thompson.
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YOUTH CLIMATE STRIKERS DEMAND RIGHTS
AGAINST TRANS MOUNTAIN PIPELINE
Climate strikers from six communities across Canada delivered a detailed legal demand to Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau and his cabinet to not violate the constitutional rights of youth to a healthy
and safe environment by approving the Trans Mountain Pipeline. The letter was hand delivered in
Ottawa this morning by a lawyer representing seven climate strikers.
Once Canada purchased the pipeline project, all greenhouse gas emissions related to it became
subject to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The youth and their lawyers point out
that the oil transported by the Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion will produce more emissions
than all of Ethiopia, significantly increasing global and Canadian climate risks and violating the
youths’ rights.
“Property and casualty insurance payouts in Canada averaged $405 million per year between
1983 to 2008. In the last nine years leading up to 2017, catastrophic losses averaged at $1.8
billion per year. The Insurance Bureau of Canada estimates that for every $1 insurers pay out, the
government pays $3 in infrastructure repairs. When climate inaction leads to compounding
monetary losses, how will you be held accountable for the deficit future generations must make
up?”
- Nina Tran, 18, Hamilton, Ontario
“The government knows all of the detrimental factors that go along with their choice to push this
expansion forward. They know about the risks, and the destruction and the unfair choices they are
forcing the original inhabitants of the land to make. For some reason they do not feel the fear
because they think money can solve everything. I urge our government to come to the same
realization that I have about the dire state of our only home, and the fact that money is not worth
more than life or my future. You should feel the fear and impending doom that I do, because it is
real and it will lead to irreversible results.”
Christina
McCarvell, 19, London, Ontario
“Adults seem to want kids who are worried about climate change to do “educational” projects,
projects that talk about basic, easy stuff on climate change – turning off our lights and bicycling.
But by themselves, those accomplish nothing. We need the government to take urgent action recognizing the climate emergency.” -Rebecca Wolf Gage, 13 Victoria, British Columbia

continued/…
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“What were you most worried about when you attended school? If anything, especially in the final
years of our schooling, the education system evokes in us a concern for our career-defining
decisions. Naturally, at this point in time, our primary concern is what career path we wish to
follow. But when we learn that an irreversible, catastrophic change looms on the horizon and that
we have a window of just eleven years to halve global greenhouse gas emissions or face life in an
uninhabitable world, how could we possibly care about whether or not we want to be an engineer,
or a musician, or doctor; these are insignificant decisions that are now sinking in the cesspool that
is the climate crisis. In a province where all four major political parties have virtually the same
position on the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion, simply voting is no longer a means to deal with
this crisis. As our governments are failing to act meaningfully to rein in the climate crisis, the only
thing left for us students to do is to strike and mobilize in other ways to make them take the
necessary actions. We cannot focus on school when our futures are at stake. This is why I strike.”
-Olivier Adkin-Kaya, 18, Edmonton, Alberta
“Whether we believe in it or not climate change affects all of us. So far climate change has had a
more psychological effect on me then a physical one. I really wish that I did not have to organize
walkouts to get politicians attention. I am very anxious about my future. I have big aspirations but I
don’t even know if I will get to fulfill them. There is a massive security threat on my future and the
government is not taking it seriously. The science is clear, we can't rely on fossil fuels for any
moment longer and a transition is needed as soon as possible. The government's actions are
telling millions of young people like me and generations yet to come that we don’t matter. If we
don’t put into action the solutions we have, then what are we teaching our children and what kind
of world are we handing to them?”
- Emma-Jane Burian, 16, Victoria
British Columbia
“I am inspired to strike because I believe it is unconstitutional of the Canadian government to be
putting profit and pipelines, before its people. Our elected leaders have a responsibility to protect;
a responsibility that they have failed in and we as young people have stepped up. I am so
incredibly proud of what we have been able to accomplish so far in Winnipeg and cannot wait to
see what comes next for our local hub. I believe that it is imperative to have young leaders at the
front of the pack, leading the fight to show this government what it is up against, we don’t back
down.” - Lena Andres, 17, Winnipeg, Manitoba
“I am inspired to strike because I believe it is unconstitutional of the Canadian government to be
putting profit and pipelines, before its people. Our elected leaders have a responsibility to protect;
a responsibility that they have failed in and we as young people have stepped up. I am so
incredibly proud of what we have been able to accomplish so far in Winnipeg and cannot wait to
see what comes next for our local hub. I believe that it is imperative to have young leaders at the
front of the pack, leading the fight to show this government what it is up against, we don’t back
down.” - Lena Andres, 17, Winnipeg.
“I fear for my children because they will arrive into this world with high hopes only to have them
crushed by ignorant politicians who didn’t act when they needed to.”- Alexis Benns, 13, Lindsay,
Ontario
~ Submitted by Sari Kelen
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WELCOME TO LAKESHORE
5065 Sherbrooke Street, Lachine, Qc. H8T 1H9 (514) 637-6974
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Rev. Fred Cappuccino

613-527-2829

BOARD MEMBERS:
PRESIDENT:
VICE PRESIDENT:
TREASURER:
SECRETARY:
DIRECTOR A:
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514-630-4206
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514-515-4413
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Erin Berry
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erin.berry@mail.mcgill.ca
514-637-6581
elit.lorenzana@hotmail.com
514-624-2307
514-457-1793

LAY CHAPLAINS:

Kerry-Anne Kutz
Paul Sullivan

ADMIN. SECRETARY:
WEBMASTER:
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
ILLUSTRATION ARTIST:
NEWSLETTER DEADLINE:

514-637-6974
Lakeshoreluuc@gmail.com
Christopher Thomson
514-634-5916
Heather Falconer
514-630-4206
Catherine Forbes
catforbes@gmail.com
August 21st, 2019

OUR WEB-SITE:

www.LUUC.org

HAPPY SUMMER HOLIDAYS!
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